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Nonlinear Buckling Analysis of Tow-Steered Composite
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The buckling and postbuckling behavior of two composite tow-steered shells with cutouts

of di�erent sizes is assessed using nonlinear finite element (FE) analysis and compared to

experimental measurements. The cylindrical shells are manufactured using an automated

fiber placement system, where the shells’ fiber orientation angles vary continuously around

the shell circumference from ±10 degrees on the crown and keel to ±45 degrees on the sides.

One shell features thickness variations due to tow overlaps that result from application of all

24 tows during each pass of the fiber placement system. The second shell uses the system’s tow

drop/add capability to achieve a more uniform wall thickness without overlaps. Unreinforced

cutouts of two di�erent sizes—the first smaller cutout representing a passenger door on a

commercial aircraft and the second larger cutout a cargo door—were machined into each of

the two cylinders resulting in a total of four test cases. These cylinders were tested in axial

compression and buckled elastically in previous work and are now analyzed using nonlinear

FE models to compare bifurcation buckling loads as well as the load-displacement response

in the prebuckling and postbuckling regimes. For all four shells analyzed, the prebuckling

sti�ness, buckling load, and deformation mode sequence throughout the loading-unloading

cycle is accurately reproduced by the models. In particular, the shells first buckle locally

around the cutouts in a stable (super-critical) manner with only a slight decrease in axial

sti�ness, which occurs due to the favorable load redistribution facilitated by tow steering. The

shells then buckle globally in an unstable (sub-critical) manner with diamond-shaped buckles

forming to the left and right of the cutouts. The buckling load of all shells with cutouts is

at least 82% of the buckling load of the pristine shells without cutouts. Overall, the ability

to sustain local buckling phenomena, and the relatively small reductions in global buckling

load compared to pristine shells without cutouts, demonstrates the great potential of using tow

steering to mitigate the adverse e�ects of cutouts in axially-compressed shell structures.

I. Introduction

C������ are typical features in thin-walled aerospace structures such as aircraft fuselages and launch vehicles, and
range from windows and passenger/cargo doors to access holes for maintenance/inspection. The discontinuity

introduced�by�the�cutout�generally�leads�to�stress�concentrations,�or�at�the�very�least,�load�redistributions�that�adversely�
a�ect�the�overall�structural�performance.�Traditionally,�these�adverse�e�ects�are�overcome�by�surrounding�the�cutout�
with�additional�reinforcing�material�[1].�A�more�e�cient�solution�from�an�overall�mass�perspective�would�be�to�redirect�
some�of�the�load�away�from�the�cutout�using,�for�example,�elastic�tailoring�through�sti�ness�variations.�Recently,�such�
approaches�have�become�more�viable�by�advancements�in�automated�manufacturing�processes.�For�example,�localized�
3D-printed�carbon�fiber�reinforcements�can�be�used�to�reduce�stress�concentrations�around�open�holes�[2].�Alternatively,�
automated�fiber�placement�machines�can�steer�tows�of�pre-impregnated�fiber-reinforced�plastic�in�curvilinear�trajectories�
and�thereby�use�the�orthotropic�nature�of�composites�to�redirect�loads�around,�or�even�away,�from�cutouts�[3,�4].� In�this�
manner,�additional�reinforcements�and�their�associated�mass�penalty�can�be�minimized.

In�traditional�composite�material�design,�a�laminate�is�created�by�stacking�an�integer�number�of�unidirectional�plies,�
where�the�fiber�angle�of�each�ply�can�be�optimized�to�best�serve�the�structural�requirements�of�the�laminate.�To�further�
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JODSFBTF� UIF� QPTTJCMF� EFTJHO� TQBDF� GPS� FMBTUJD� UBJMPSJOH� BVUPNBUFE� UPX� EFQPTJUJPO� TZTUFNT� DBO� CF� VTFE� UP�
DPOUJOVPVTMZ�vary�the�fiber�direction�over�the�planform�of�each�ply�[5].�These�computer-controlled�machines�place�a�
large� number� of� continuous� and� unidirectional� composite� tows� onto� a� tool� surface,� whilst� also� precisely� and�
accurately�following�predefined�curvilinear�spatial�paths.�Currently,� the� two�most�commonly�used�methods� to�create�
large-scale�tow-steered�laminates�are�automated�fiber�placement�(AFP)�[5],�which�uses�in-plane�bending�of�tows�to�
achieve�steering,�and�continuous�tow�shearing�(CTS)�[6],�which�uses�incrementally�applied�in-plane�shearing�to�control�
the�tangent�direction�of�a�tow�path.

Even�though�tow-steered�composites�have�attracted�increasing�research�attention�over�the�last�two�decades�[7],�
including�applications� to�panels�with�open�holes� [8–10],�buckling�of�flat�and�curved�compression�panels� [11–24],�
pressure�vessels� [25,�26],� cylinders�under�bending� [27],� compression� [28–33]� and�vibration� [30,�34],� and� aircraft�
wings�[35–42],�experimental�data�that�can�be�used�to�validate�di�erent�design,�modeling�and�analysis�approaches�are�
relatively�rare.�Therefore,� the�steps�and� techniques�required�for�commercial�certification�of� tow-steered�composite�
parts�are�not�as�well�defined�or�understood�as�for�established�straight-fiber�composites.�To�expand�the�current�state�of�
knowledge,� the�aim�of� the�current�work� is� to�showcase� the�potential�of�ameliorating�some�of� the�adverse�structural�
e�ects�associated�with�cutouts�in�thin-walled�structures,�and�to�help�expand�the�database�of�practical�experience�in�
modeling�the�nonlinear�buckling�response�of�tow-steered�cylinders.

In�previous�work,�two�prototype�tow-steered�composite�cylinders�(without�cutouts)�were�designed�[43],�manufac-
tured�[44],�and�experimentally�evaluated�under�displacement-controlled�end-shortening�and�buckled�elastically�[28].�
The�cylindrical�shells�were�manufactured�using�an�AFP�system,�where�the�shells’�fiber�orientation�angles�were�changed�
continuously�around�the�shell�circumference�from�±10�degrees�on�the�crown�and�keel�to�±45�degrees�on�the�sides.�
One�shell�(Shell�A)�features� thickness�variations�due� to� tow�overlaps� that�resulted�from�application�of�all�24� tows�
during�each�pass�of�the�fiber�placement�system.�The�second�shell�used�the�system’s�tow�drop/add�capability�to�achieve�a�
more�uniform�wall� thickness�without�overlaps� (Shell�B).�Detailed�nonlinear�FE� analyses�of� these�baseline� shells�
were�then�performed�to�corroborate�the�experimental�results�and�provide�physical�insight�into�the�mechanism�driving�
the�buckling�behavior�of�the�shells.�In�particular,�White�et�al.�[29]�investigated�the�symmetry-breaking�e�ect�of�the�
circumferential�sti�ness�variation�facilitated�by�the�tow-steered�designs.�In�contrast�to�a�constant-sti�ness�cylinder�
(e.g.,�an�isotropic�or�straight-fiber�composite�design),�in�which�the�strain�energy�associated�with�a�single�buckle�in�the�
cylinder�wall�is�invariant�to�circumferential�translations,�the�nonuniform�sti�ness�distribution�in�tow-steered�cylinders�
favors� the� formation�and�"trapping"�of�buckles� in� the�most�highly-loaded� regions�around� the�circumference.�This�
characteristic�of� tow-steered�cylinders�may�explain� their�relatively� low� imperfection�sensitivity�when�compared� to�
isotropic�or�quasi-isotropic�cylinders�[32,�45],�as�the�adverse�e�ect�of�geometric�imperfections�is�limited�to�a�small�
portion�of�the�total�cylinder�surface.

The�observed�prebuckling,�global�buckling�and�postbuckling�behaviors�for�both�baseline�shells�(Shells�A�and�B)�
described� in�previous�work�were� found� to�be� elastic�with�no�visible� indication�of�material�damage.�To�use� these�
shells�for�additional�structural�tests,�the�same�composite�shells�were�then�modified�by�introducing�unreinforced,�scaled�
passenger-door-size�cutouts�into�both�shells�(so-called�"small"�cutouts)�[46],�followed�by�further�axial�compression�
tests� to� buckle� the� shells.�To� prevent� damage,� the� applied� end-shortening�was� reversed� immediately� after� global�
buckling�occurred.�The�size�of�the�cutouts�was�subsequently�enlarged�into�unreinforced,�scaled�cargo-door-size�cutouts�
(so-called�"large"�cutouts)�for�further�compression�buckling�tests�[47].�Hence,�a�total�of�four�test�cases�with�cutouts�were�
performed—two�shells�(Shell�A�and�Shell�B)�with�two�di�erent�cutouts�(small�and�large).�To�date,�the�compression�tests�
of�these�tow-steered�composite�shells�with�small�and�large�cutouts�have�been�compared�with�linear�FE�models�to�assess�
axial�sti�ness,�strain�fields�and�linear�bifurcation�buckling�load�predictions�[46,�47].�In�the�present�work,�the�analysis�
of�these�four�test�cases�is�extended�into�the�geometrically�nonlinear�regime�to�model�the�complete�loading-unloading�
cycle,�i.e.,�prebuckling�sti�ness,�buckling�load,�restabilized�postbuckling�load,�and�sequence�of�deformation�modes�from�
prebuckling�into�the�postbuckling�regime.

The�rest�of� the�paper� is�organized�as�follows.�Section�II�describes� the�geometry�of� the�shell,� the�manufactured�
cutouts,�and�fiber�trajectories.�Section�III�then�summarizes�the�experimental�setup�of�the�compression�buckling�tests,�
while�Section�IV�describes�the�nonlinear�FE�model�in�A�����.�Experimental�and�analytical�results�are�then�compared�
in�Section�V,�and�conclusions�are�drawn�in�Section�VI.
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a. Small Cutout b. Large Cutout

Fig. 1 Planform of the cylinder with (a) small cutout and (b) large cutout. The fiber orientation angle ⇥, which

varies continuously from ±10 degrees on the shell crown and keel to ±45 degrees on the shell sides along a

constant-radius circular arc, is shown for both cylinders.

Table 1 Material properties of IM7/8552 graphite/epoxy slit tape material.

E11 (lb/in.2) E22 (lb/in.2) G12 (lb/in.2) G13 (lb/in.2) G23 (lb/in.2) v12 tply (in.)

19.48 ⇥ 106 1.36 ⇥ 106 0.756 ⇥ 106 0.756 ⇥ 106 0.583 ⇥ 106 0.347 0.005

II. Tow-Steered Shell Description

A. Pristine Baseline Shells (Shell A and Shell B)

Two cylindrical laminated composite shells were manufactured using an AFP system, as described in Ref. [44]. Half
of the plies in the composite stacking sequence are classic straight-fiber plies, while the other half of the laminate features
fiber orientation angles that vary continuously around the cylinder circumference. The nominal laminate thickness is
0.040 in., with a nominal inner diameter of 16.266 in. and 35.0 in. overall length. The shells are manufactured using 1/8
in.-wide IM7/8552 graphite/epoxy slit tape material oriented in a nominal eight-ply [±45�/±⇥(H)]s layup, where ⇥ is
the steered fiber orientation angle that varies along the circumferential coordinate H. The function describing the fiber
orientation ⇥(H) is a piece-wise continuous function defined at the following circumferential locations,

⇥
✓
H = 0,

c'

2
, c',

3c'
2

, 2c'
◆
= (10�, 45�, 10�, 45�, 10�), (1)

where the 0 degree direction coincides with the axis of the cylinder. Between the circumferential positions defined
in Eq. (1), the fiber angles vary continuously between the quoted fiber angles. Hence, the fiber orientation angle ⇥
is steered to vary continuously from 10 degrees on the shell crown and keel to 45 degrees on the shell sides along
a constant-radius circular arc, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The overall stacking sequence results in a laminate with high
axial membrane bending sti�ness at the crown and keel (local layup [±45�,±10�]s), varying to a high in-plane shear
and twisting sti�ness at the sides (local layup [(±45�)2]s). As described in Ref. [43], one possible application for this
type of structure could be an advanced commercial aircraft fuselage, with the fuselage assumed to behave like a beam
in bending under the applied flight loads. In this application, the fuselage crown and keel experience longitudinal
compression and tension loads, and the shell sides are subjected to shear as the loads transfer between the crown and
keel. The experimentally measured reference material properties used for the shell finite element analyses in Section V
are taken from Ref. [29] and reproduced in Table 1 above.

During fabrication, a maximum of 24 tows are placed by the fiber placement system at each location on the shell
planform. When all 24 tows are placed during each pass of the fiber placement system (also called a course), a regular
pattern of thicker tow overlaps (up to 16 plies, or 0.080 in. thickness, with e�ective stacking sequence [±45�, 10�3,�10�3]s)
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Fig. 2 Planform view of Shell A (with large cutout) showing the varying thickness profile that is incurred due

to overlaps of individual tow courses during tow steering using a constant radius of curvature and shifting of

individual tow passes. Darker shades of color denote a thicker wall thickness towards the crown and keel.

is generated between adjacent courses on the shell crown and keel regions, as shown in Fig. 2, but do not overlap at all
along the shell sides. These overlaps occur as a natural side e�ect of steering tows by in-plane bending. Due to the finite
width of a tow course, inner and outer edges of a tow lie on di�erent radii of curvature. If a new tow course is deposited
and placed adjacent to a previous course by shifting it perpendicular to the steering direction, then the inner fibers of the
new course and the outer fibers of the old course will have to overlap somewhere due to their di�erent radii of curvature.
The resulting laminate thickness build-ups led to designation of this test specimen as the shell with overlaps (Shell A).
Alternatively, individual tows in a course can be cut ("dropped") or added at various points during steering. While this
approach eliminates overlaps and leads to a more uniform laminate thickness, it also creates small resin-rich pockets
that may serve as local crack-initiation sites. Usage of this tow-dropping capability led to designation of the second test
specimen as the shell without overlaps (Shell B).

Structural testing of Shell A and Shell B in axial compression is described in Ref. [28]. Both shells were encased
in epoxy at their extremities over a length of 1 in. in-between two aluminum rings, in order to apply a fully-clamped
boundary condition. The ends of the cylinder-potting assembly were then machined to be flat and parallel to each other.
The cylinders were placed upright into an axial compression machine between two rigid platens. One platen was fixed
in all degrees of freedom, and the other platen translated only along the shell axis to apply displacement-controlled
end-shortening beyond the onset of buckling and into the postbuckling regime. Once the buckling tests on Shell A
and Shell B were completed and the shells were unloaded, flash thermography was performed to identify any potential
internal damage caused by these compression tests. No obvious damage to either shell was noted during this assessment.

B. Shell A and Shell B with Small Cutouts

After structurally testing the two baseline shells and making sure that no internal damage was incurred, a single
cutout was machined into the center of one side of each shell (see Fig. 1a) where the layup is approximately [(±45�)2]s.
These cutouts are sized and oriented to represent a passenger access door on a commercial aircraft, and measure
3 in. along the shell longitudinal dimension by 4-7/8 in. in the circumferential dimension, with 1/2-in. corner radii.
These shells are henceforth referred to as Shell A and Shell B with "small" cutouts (Shell A-Small and Shell B-Small).
The region around the cutouts was repainted with a black base coat and speckled for measurements gathered with
three-dimensional digital image correlation (DIC) systems during compression testing. Additional strain gages were
also installed around the cutout to measure the local strain responses. Both Shell A-Small and Shell B-Small were
then retested using the same test setup and procedure as for the pristine shells described above. This test campaign is
described in detail in Ref. [46]. Of particular note is that both Shell A-Small and Shell B-Small were immediately
unloaded once global buckling occurred in order to minimize the likelihood of structural damage around the cutouts.
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a. Small Cutout b. Large Cutout

Fig. 3 Experimental test setup of a shell with (a) small cutout, and (b) large cutout.

Flash thermography was again performed to identify any potential internal damage caused during these tests. No
obvious damage to either shell was noted, either visually or from the thermographic inspection.

C. Shell A and Shell B with Large Cutouts

Following the structural testing and non-destructive examination of Shell A and Shell B with small cutouts, a single
large cutout, completely surrounding each previous smaller cutout, was machined into the center of one side of each
shell, as shown in Fig. 1b. These shells are henceforth referred to as Shell A and Shell B with "large" cutouts (Shell
A-Large and Shell B-Large). The cutouts were scaled and oriented to represent a cargo door on a commercial aircraft,
and measured 8 in. along the shell longitudinal dimension by 5-1/4 in. in the circumferential dimension, with 3/4 in.
corner radii. Both Shell A-Large and Shell B-Large were then retested using the same test setup and procedure as for
the pristine shells, and the test campaign is described in detail in Ref. [47]. As was the case for the shells with small
cutouts, Shell A-Large and Shell B-Large were axially compressed until global buckling occurred and then immediately
unloaded.

III. Experimental Testing Campaign

Initial compression tests of the pristine tow-steered shells without cutouts were performed to evaluate their structural
performance, and presented in Ref. [28]. In these baseline tests, Shell A, the shell with overlaps, exhibited a linear
prebuckling axial sti�ness of 531.2 klb/in., and buckled at 38.8 klb. Shell B, the shell without overlaps, had a prebuckling
sti�ness of 328.7 klb/in., and buckled at 17.2 klb. Both shells responded elastically throughout the applied loading, with
no visible indications of material damage visible after the tests concluded. The shells were loaded into deep postbuckling
to approximately two times the end shortening observed at global buckling, but were not loaded to material failure.

The same test setup and hardware described in Ref. [28] was then deployed for the tests of the shells with cutouts, as
shown in Fig. 3. Their resulting axial sti�ness, buckling and postbuckling behaviors were measured, characterized, and
compared with the corresponding baseline data from Ref. [28]. The sets of results with and without cutouts are directly
comparable because the same test articles and methodologies were used, with the only di�erence being the inclusion of
the cutouts in the latter test articles.

For the compression tests on the shells with small cutouts, Shell A-Small exhibited a linear prebuckling axial
sti�ness of 497.1 klb/in., and buckled at 31.8 klb. Shell B-Small had a prebuckling sti�ness of 299.5 klb/in., with global
buckling at 15.5 klb. After these shells buckled and achieved a stable postbuckled state, they were unloaded back to
zero load. Both shells again responded elastically, and appeared undamaged after the tests were concluded. The same
test setup and hardware was then used again on the shells with large cutouts. In these tests Shell A-Large exhibited a
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Table 2 Experimental measurements for Shell A and Shell B with cutouts (small/large) and without cutouts

(pristine shell). Percentage reduction in values due to cutouts compared to pristine shell are shown in parentheses.

Shell Performance Shell A Shell B

Metric Pristine Small Large Pristine Small Large

Prebuckling Sti�ness (klb/in.) 531.2 497.1 (-6.4%) 488.6 (-8.0%) 328.7 299.5 (-8.9%) 295.6 (-10%)

Buckling Load (klb) 38.8 31.8 (-18%) 33.0 (-15%) 17.2 15.5 (-10%) 14.6 (-15%)

linear prebuckling axial sti�ness of 488.6 klb/in., and buckled at 33.0 klb. Shell B-Large had a prebuckling sti�ness of
295.6 klb/in., with global buckling at 14.6 klb. The experimental results of these six test cases are summarized and
compared in Table 2.

Interestingly, the reduction in buckling load due to the introduction of cutouts is between 10–18% and the prebuckling
sti�ness is reduced by 6.4–10%. This relatively small reduction in axial sti�ness and buckling load is attributed to the
fact that the sti�ness variation due to tow steering redistributed the prebuckling stresses away from the geometrically
more compliant region (the cutout), such that the structural behavior is dominated by the sti�er regions without cutout.
This e�ect is especially evident in the fact that the prebuckling sti�ness and global buckling loads of the shells with small
and large cutouts are comparable. Hence, increasing the size of the cutout did not significantly impact the structural
response for either Shell A or Shell B.

IV. Finite Element (FE) Model

The commercial FE software package A����� 2018 was used to create converged models of Shell A and Shell
B with small and large cutouts, and used to solve for the buckling and postbuckling behavior of the shells. The shell
geometries outlined in Section II were meshed using 32,778 S4R and 66 S3R shell elements (198,630 degrees of
freedom in total) for the cases with small cutouts, and 28,918 S4R and 40 S3R shell elements (175,770 degrees of
freedom in total) for the cases with large cutouts. All nodes lie on a radius of 8.165 in., which corresponds to the shells’
average measured inner line radius (8.145 in.) plus one-half of the nominal eight-ply laminate thickness (0.020 in.).
That is, all nodes lie on the nominal cylinder mid-plane reference surface, not accounting for geometric imperfections.
The mid-plane of laminates thicker than eight plies are o�set towards the shell outer surface, such that the inner surface
of the shell is smooth. For all models, a ply thickness of 0.005 in. was used, which results in a minimum and maximum
wall thickness of 0.040 in. and 0.080 in. on the sides and crown/keel of Shell A, and a uniform wall thickness of 0.040 in.
for Shell B. No geometric imperfections or loading eccentricities were included in the FE models.

As shown in Fig. 4a,b, both FE meshes were refined around the cutouts to account for the steeper stress gradients
that are expected in these areas. The global mesh density of approximately 0.25 in. ⇥ 0.25 in. element acreage—based
on a previously converged mesh of the cylinder without cutouts [29]—was 2⇥, 3⇥, and 4⇥ refined around the cutouts.
As the relative di�erence in axial sti�ness and global buckling load between 3⇥ and 4⇥ refinement was less than 0.5%,
the global mesh of 0.25 in. ⇥ 0.25 in. element acreage with 3⇥ refinement around the cutouts was chosen. The data for
the spatial variation of ply thicknesses, total laminate thickness, and ply fiber-angle orientation were obtained from
previous characterizations of the shells [28, 43, 44]. As the fiber-angle orientation, and in the case of Shell A also the
ply thickness, varies spatially across the shell planform, a unique stacking sequence was created for every element
in the mesh. As a constant fiber angle and stacking sequence is used in the interior of every finite element, the FE
mesh features a piece-wise constant distribution of sti�ness rather than a continuous one. This piece-wise constant,
element-by-element definition also means that a su�ciently fine mesh density is required to accurately capture the
spatially varying fiber and laminate thickness distributions.

The loading-unloading cycle was modeled using the *I�������, D������ time-integration algorithm implemented
in A����� 2018 with geometric nonlinearity e�ects included (no material nonlinearity). To replicate the slow loading
rate applied in the experiments, the Q����-������ option is used, in which considerable energy dissipation is applied
to provide improved convergence behavior for determining an essentially static loading process. This approach also
circumvents the necessity of approximating structural damping rates in the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor (HHT) algorithm [48].
For all models, the maximum amount of end-shortening observed in the experiments was applied via a linearly increasing
ramp over a time period of 600 s, after which the end-shortening was reversed in a linearly decreasing ramp of another
600 s.
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a. Small Cutout b. Large Cutout c. Boundary Conditions

Reference Point
U = -ux, all other 
DOFs constrained

Potting
V = W = 0

Potting
V = W = 0

Reference Point is connected to 
all shell end nodes with rigid beams
(shown in both green and black)

All DOFs constrained
on shell end

Fig.� 4� Meshed� cylinders�with� (a)� small� cutout� and� (b)� large� cutout,� showing�mesh� refinement� around� the�
cutouts.� (c)�Boundary�conditions�applied�in�all�models,�i.e.,�Shell�A-Small,�Shell�A-Large,�Shell�B-Small,�Shell�
B-Large.

5IF�CPVOEBSZ�DPOEJUJPOT�BQQMJFE� JO�UIF�NPEFM�SFQMJDBUF� UIF�FYQFSJNFOUBM�DPOEJUJPOT�BT�DMPTFMZ�BT�QPTTJCMF�� *O�UIF�
experimental�tests,�the�two�ends�of�the�cylinder�were�compressed�between�two�rigid�platens,�with�one�end�stationary�
and�the�other�translated�axially.�In�the�model�this�condition�was�reproduced�by�completely�restraining�(clamping)�the�
circumferential�nodes�at�one�end�of� the�cylinder.�At� the�other�end,�a�central� reference�point�was�connected� to� the�
circumferential�boundary�nodes�using�a�rigid-beam�multi-point�constraint.�The�reference�point�was�restrained�completely�
with�only�axial�displacement�along�the�length�of�the�cylinder�allowed.�This�produces�the�well-known�"wheel"�e�ect,�
with�the�reference�point�acting�as�the�"hub"�and�the�rigid�beams�as�the�"spokes".�To�represent�the�encasement�provided�
by�the�epoxy�potting,�all�nodes�falling�with�1�in.�of�the�two�cylinder�ends�were�also�prevented�from�displacing�radially�
and�tangentially.�The�applied�boundary�conditions�are�shown�in�Fig.�4c.

A�further�e�ect�of�the�epoxy�potting�is�that�it�leads�to�a�local�increase�in�the�axial�sti�ness�at�the�cylinder�ends.�
Generally�speaking,� this� is�not�expected� to�have�a�big� influence�on� the�computed�buckling� loads,�but�can�have�an�
e�ect�on�the�computed�prebuckling�sti�ness,�restabilized�postbuckling�load,�and�postbuckling�sti�ness�[29,�49].�After�
preliminary�modeling�tests,�the�e�ect�of�locally�increasing�the�axial�sti�ness�in�the�potting�region�was�not�found�to�have�a�
significant�e�ect�on�the�results,�and�for�simplicity,�it�was�therefore�not�included�in�the�models.

V.�Results

A. Linearized Buckling Analysis

Previous FE analyses in Refs [46] and [47] studied the prebuckling sti�ness, prebuckling strain field and linearized
buckling response of Shell A and B with small and large cutouts, respectively. Before conducting the nonlinear dynamic
analyses in A����� 2018, a linearized *B����� step was performed to corroborate the results found in Refs [46]
and [47]. Table 3 shows the linearized buckling loads predicted by the present model in A����� 2018, which confirm
the previous FE results in Refs [46] and [47]. In particular, for all cases the first linearized buckling load (lowest
eigenvalue) corresponds to a single quarter-wave to the left and right of each cutout (see Fig. 5a,c,e,g). Hence, the
unsupported free edges of each cutout are predicted to buckle first. For all shell-cutout combinations, this local buckling
mode occurs for a level of compression well below the global buckling load measured in the tests (compare FE-results
Table 3 with test-results Table 2).

For all shells, the second, third, and even higher critical eigenvalues of the linearized buckling analysis correspond to
higher-order local buckling modes around each cutout, as discussed in Refs [46] and [47]. The very first global buckling
mode that appears in the eigenvalue problem and envelops a large proportion of each shell is shown Fig. 5b,d,f,h,
with the corresponding buckling loads listed in Table 3. These global buckling modes occur in the axially sti�est
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Table 3 Linear buckling load predictions from A����� 2018. The first buckling mode is always local around

the cutout, and only higher-order eigenvalues correspond to global buckling modes. The global buckling load

prediction is compared to the experimental buckling load from Table 2 and is shown in parentheses.

Buckling Load
Shell A Shell B

Small Large Small Large

Local Buckling (klb) 18.6 14.0 10.1 7.85

Global Buckling (klb) 37.6 (18%) 37.2 (12.7%) 15.7 (-1.3%) 15.5 (6.2%)

a. Local b. Global c. Local d. Global e. Local f. Global g. Local h. Global

Shell A Small Shell A Large Shell B Small Shell B Large

Fig. 5 (a)-(h) Local and global buckling modes for Shell A and Shell B with small and large cutouts as computed

by A����� 2018 in a linearized buckling analysis.

circumferential regions of the shell domain (crown/keel) where the local layup is [±45�,±10�]s. The circumferential
sti�ness variation induces a non-uniform prebuckling stress field, with the axially sti�est regions attracting the greatest
axial load under uniform end-shortening, such that buckling is "trapped" [29] in this highly-loaded region. To provide
physical insight into the global buckling modes observed in Fig. 5b,d,f,h we can make an analogy to the buckling
response of a beam on an elastic foundation. Due to the narrow and elongated nature of the global buckling modes, axial
strips of the cylinder surrounding the crown/keel are assumed to represent a straight beam and the circumferential hoop
sti�ness of the cylinder is assumed to act as an elastic foundation. This beam-on-an-elastic-foundation system is known
to form short wavelength buckles when axially compressed, as a result of an energy trade-o� between minimizing
the strain energy in the beam (curvature driven, long wavelength) and minimizing the strain energy in the foundation
(spring-elongation driven, short wavelength).

The global buckling load predictions from the linearized eigenvalue analysis in Table 3 are always greater than the
first local buckling mode. This shows the great promise of tow steering in redistributing internal load paths—in this case,
away from the cutouts to the sti�er crown/keel regions—such that local buckling events around the cutouts have a smaller
e�ect on the residual load-carrying capacity. However, apart from Shell B-Small, the global buckling loads predicted
by the linearized buckling analysis over-predict the buckling loads measured in the tests (see values in parentheses in
Table 3). One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that geometric and loading imperfections are not accounted
for in the linearized buckling analyses, and that the imperfection sensitivity driven by unstable cylinder buckling has led
to a knockdown in observed buckling load. This explanation is not considered to be likely for two reasons. First, the
pristine versions of Shell A and Shell B (without cutouts) were previously shown to be insensitive to imperfections [45],
with good correlations between linearized buckling analyses and test results. Second, the buckling load predictions of
the nonlinear dynamic analyses, which follow in the next section, correlate closely with the experimental test results
and also do not account for geometric/loading imperfections. The discrepancy between linear global buckling load
prediction and global buckling test results likely stems from the linearization of the model around a prebuckling state
prior to the occurrence of local buckling. As is shown in the following section, the onset of local buckling around the
cutouts is a stable buckling event (akin to plate buckling) whereby the cylinder retains significant, yet slightly reduced
(⇡ �5%) postcritical axial sti�ness. Hence, the geometric nonlinearity induced by the first local buckling event leads to
an overestimation of higher-order buckling loads in the linearized eigenvalue analysis.
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respectively.

B. Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis

The loading-unloading cycle of the nonlinear dynamic analysis conducted in A����� 2018 for Shell A-Small, Shell
B-Small, Shell A-Large, and Shell B-Large alongside their experimental test results are shown in the end-shortening
vs reaction force plots of Figs 6a, 7a, 8a and 9a, respectively. Radial displacements from A����� 2018 and radial
displacements measured using DIC in the experiments are shown as color contours (blue=inwards and red=outwards)
in Figs 6b, 7b, 8b and 9b. In each end-shortening vs reaction force equilibrium plot, the axially-compressed cylinder
follows a practically linear prebuckling path until global buckling occurs with a concomitant drop in the reaction force.
Hence, the prebuckling equilibrium path loses stability, and the cylinders dynamically transition into a new stable
equilibrium of lower reaction force for the same value of applied end-shortening. To mimic the experimental tests,
the end-shortening is then reversed after buckling, such that the cylinders follow a di�erent equilibrium path upon
unloading, until the cylinders reconnect to the prebuckling equilibrium path at a lower reaction force than the global
buckling load (hysteresis).

As is apparent from the plots, the prebuckling sti�ness along the prebuckling path is accurately captured by the FE
model. After an initial portion of loading that presumably removes "slack" in the testing system, the prebuckling curves
from the FE model and the experimental results are indistinguishable. This is noteworthy as apart from extending the
boundary conditions in the model to encompass the potted end regions, no other modifications to the potting region
sti�ness (as is often done in the literature [29, 49]) were embedded in the model. For the FE model, the equilibrium
paths in the prebuckling regime are coincident throughout the loading and unloading cycles, while for the experiments,
the equilibrium path is shifted to a lower reaction force for the same level of end-shortening. As the overall slope of the
curve, and hence the structural sti�ness, remains unchanged, this is likely to have been caused by small movements in
the testing frame as a result of the dynamic buckling event.

As summarized in Table 4, the global buckling prediction of all four FE models correlates closely with the
experimental test result (within 3.5%). This is noteworthy as no geometric imperfections or loading eccentricities
were incorporated in the model, suggesting that the cylinder designs are insensitive to imperfections. As discussed
elsewhere [32], one explanation for this phenomenon is that the nonuniform sti�ness distribution, and in this case also
the presence of a cutout, breaks the otherwise symmetric prebuckling membrane stress field, such that imperfections
only play an important role in highly-stressed regions, which form a small subset of the total cylinder geometry.
Similarly, buckling of symmetric structures is usually associated with breaking of symmetry groups [50], and the high
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number of almost-coincident eigenvalues uncovered in linear and nonlinear eigenvalue analyses of axially-compressed
cylinders [51, 52] is testament to the large number of symmetry groups that can be broken as the fundamental state of
axial compression and circumferential dilation loses stability. It is well known that this scenario of multiple coincident
buckling modes leads to the phenomenon of mode interaction and unstable buckling. By breaking the otherwise
geometrically perfect and materially isotropic cylinder using tow-steered sti�ness tailoring, a smaller subset of symmetry
groups can be broken during the instability event, such that geometric or loading imperfections are less likely to break
these symmetry groups spontaneously which then leads to a discrepancy between model prediction and testing result.

Table 4 also compares the restabilized postbuckling reaction force of the FE models to the test results. In this case,
the FE model under-predicts the load carried by the cylinders after buckling. For Shell B-Small this under-prediction
is negligibly small (2.9%), whereas for the other cylinders the discrepancy is greater (17%–30%). This means that
upon buckling, Shell A-Small, Shell A-Large and Shell B-Large all traversed further down the load-displacement plot
to a restabilized equilibrium of lower strain energy than observed in the tests. This discrepancy is not uncommon in
dynamic analyses (see, e.g., Ref. [29], and can be attributed to additional restraints and friction between the testing
apparatus and the specimen, or even to deformation within the test platens. Essentially, the cylinder/test-frame assembly
stores excess potential energy when compared to the FE model, thereby restabilizing the cylinder in a local energy well
of higher potential (corresponding to greater reaction force under displacement-controlled loading). Indeed, friction and
"free play" in the testing system are likely explanations for the discrepancies observed, as the experimental prebuckling
path itself shows signs of hysteretic behavior. Furthermore, for some test specimens, the dynamic mode change upon
buckling is less sudden then expected (see, e.g., the non-vertical load-displacement curve of Figs 6a and 7a), suggesting
that the energy released upon buckling is partially dissipated rather than being fully converted into kinetic energy
to traverse dynamically across local energy minima in the energy landscape. The FE model could be improved by
incorporating these e�ects or tailoring the damping coe�cients in the HHT algorithm [48].

Despite this di�erence in restabilized reaction force and the ensuing di�erences in the unloading equilibrium path
of Figs 6a, 7a, 8a and 9a, the overall postbuckling deformation modes are captured accurately by the FE model from
both crown and side views, as shown in Figs 6b, 7b, 8b and 9b. Furthermore, the reconnections to the prebuckling
paths in Figs 6a, 7a, 8a and 9a as the cylinders are unloaded is accurately represented, occurring at similar levels of
end-shortening and reaction force, and either occurring as a sudden snap (sharp vertical line) or more gradually.

In all cases, the mode shape just prior to global buckling (point 1) is characterized by deformations around the
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Table 4 Nonlinear buckling load and restabilized postbuckling load predictions from an implicit dynamic

analysis in A����� 2018. Percentage di�erence to experimental values shown in parentheses.

Load
Shell A Shell B

Small Large Small Large

Global Buckling (klb) 32.9 (3.5%) 32.8 (-0.61%) 15.2 (-1.9%) 14.7 (0.68%)

Restabilized Postbuckling (klb) 14.3 (-30%) 14.5 (-29%) 10.2 (-2.9%) 9.5 (-17%)

cutout�that�relate�to�the�prior�onset�of�local�buckling�(see�point�A)�that�was�discussed�in�the�previous�section.� Indeed,�
point�A�in�Figs�6a,�7a,�8a�and�9a�denotes�the�equilibrium�state�for�a�load�level�just�greater�than�the�local�buckling�load�
predicted�by�the�linearized�eigenvalue�analysis.�The�corresponding�mode�shapes�for�point�A�in�Figs�6b,�7b,�8b�and�9b�
show�that�the�cylinder�has�transitioned�onto�another�stable�postcritical�path�with�radial�deformations�localized�around�
the�cutouts.�For�all�cases,�there�is�a�small�reduction�in�the�axial�sti�ness�of�⇡�5%����10%�once�local�buckling�occurs.�
Hence,�the�linearized�eigenvalue�analysis�provides�a�correct�first-order�approximation�of�the�stability�behavior�in�that�
local�buckling�around�the�cutout�is�followed�by�global�buckling�on�the�crown�and�keel�of�the�cylinder.�Fig.�10a�shows�
force-displacement�curves�for�axial�end-shortening�vs�axial�reaction�force�and�for�local�radial�displacement�around�the�
cutout�vs�the�same�axial�reaction�force,�both�for�Shell�B-Large.�The�reduction�in�slope�of�the�radial�displacement�curve�
(blue)�in�the�vicinity�of�the�local�buckling�load�(predicted�by�the�linearized�eigenvalue�analysis)�is�indicative�of�local�
buckling�around�the�cutout.�However,�the�onset�of�local�buckling�does�not�lead�to�a�pronounced�reduction�in�global�
axial�sti�ness�(slope�of�the�end-shortening�vs�reaction�force�curve�in�black).�This�observation�is�shown�more�clearly�
in�Fig.�10b,�which�shows�a�relatively�small�drop�in�tangential�axial�sti�ness�(computed�as�the�ratio�of�the�change�in�
reaction�force�vs�change�in�end-shortening�between�two�consecutive�data�points)�for�Shell�B-Large�when�local�buckling�
occurs�around�the�cutout,�and�a�much�larger�drop�towards�global�buckling.�A�comparison�with�the�tangent�axial�sti�ness�
of�Shell�B�without�cutouts�(blue�line�in�Fig.�10b),�for�which�local�buckling�around�a�cutout�does�not�occur,�further�
highlights�the�slight�reduction�in�axial�sti�ness�due�to�local�buckling�around�the�large�cutout.

The�reason�for�the�relatively�small�reduction�in�structural�sti�ness�beyond�local�buckling�is�that�sti�ness�tailoring�due�
to�tow�steering�has�already�redistributed�the�axial�membrane�forces�away�from�the�cutout�to�the�crown/keel�regions�before�
local�buckling�has�occurred.�Thus,�as�the�local�buckling�mode�develops�around�the�cutout,�the�ensuing�redistribution�
of�loads�away�from�the�buckled�region�is�negligibly�small�compared�to�the�prior�load�redistribution�due�to�sti�ness�
tailoring.�This�is�shown�explicitly�for�Shell�B-Large�in�Fig.�10c–d,�where�prior�to�buckling,�the�compressive�axial�stress�
resultant�is�already�concentrated�away�from�the�cutout�on�the�crown/keel�regions�(see�Fig.�10c)�due�to�the�greater�axial�
sti�ness�in�these�regions.�As�a�result,�the�membrane�stress�distribution�prior�to�local�buckling�(Fig.�10c)�already�mimics�
the�stress�distribution�that�occurs�after�local�buckling�around�the�cutouts�(Fig.�10d),�and�therefore�local�buckling�does�
not�significantly�impact�the�structural�response.�Akin�to�the�mechanics�observed�in�the�buckling�of�tow-steered�flat�
plates�[23],�the�redistribution�of�compressive�stresses�away�from�unsupported�regions�by�means�of�tow�steering�can�lead�
to�behavior�that�is�more�stable�and�even�"buckle�free"�[23].�Hence,�apart�from�minimizing�stress�concentrations�around�
cutouts,�tow�steering�is�also�useful�for�improving�the�stability�of�thin-walled�structures�with�cutouts.� In�this�manner,�
the�sizing�of�typical�sti�ening�elements,�such�as�discrete�circumferential�hoops�or�axial�stringers,�can�be�reduced�and�
therefore�lead�to�further�lightweighting.

What�cannot�be�accurately�determined�from�the�linearized�buckling�analysis�are�the�restabilized�postbuckling�modes.�
While�the�linear�eigenmodes�in�Fig.�5�suggest�a�periodic�wavefront�along�the�cylinder�axis�in�the�crown/keel�regions,�the�
nonlinear�postbuckling�modes�(see�point�2�in�Figs�6,�7,�8,�and�9)�feature�a�single�large�inward�diamond-shaped�buckle�
in�the�crown/keel�regions�surrounded�by�smaller�outward�crests�to�the�left�and�right�of�the�single�diamond�buckles.�
Indeed,�cylinder�buckling�is�prone�to�spatial�localization,�whereby�isolated�buckles�can�readily�form�along�the�cylinder�
length�and�then�multiply�circumferentially�in�a�phenomenon�known�as�homoclinic�snaking�or�cellular�buckling�[51,�52].�
Returning�to�the�analogy�of�the�beam�on�an�elastic�foundation,�even�this�simple�1D�system�is�prone�to�buckling-mode�
localization�if�the�elastic�foundation�is�defined�to�be�of�the�nonlinear�softening-sti�ening�type.� In�this�case,�the�linear�
eigenmode�is�periodic�and�envelops�the�entire�beam�length,�but�immediately�and�dynamically�localizes�in�one�position�
along�the�beam�length�as�buckling�is�initiated�at�a�subcritical�bifurcation.� Indeed,�if�the�circumferential�hoop�sti�ness�of�
the�cylinder�is�taken�to�act�as�an�elastic�foundation,�then�the�e�ective�sti�ness�of�this�foundation�can�be�shown�to�be�of�
the�softening-sti�ening�type�beyond�a�certain�level�of�axial�compression�[53].�Particularly�for�Shell�B-Large�in�Fig.�9b,�
we�observe�this�precise�dynamic�sequence,�where�the�radial�deformation�mode�from�point�1�to�point�2�first�shows�a�trace�
of�the�linear�buckling�mode�in�the�crown�region,�which�then�dynamically�localizes�along�the�length�to�form�a�single�
CVDLMF��
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VI.�Conclusion

In�conclusion,�the�nonlinear�dynamic�results�discussed�herein�provide�significant�physical�insight�into�the�buckling�
and� postbuckling� response� of� tow-steered� cylinders� with� cutouts.� Most� importantly,� tow� steering� facilitates� a�
redistribution�of� compressive� stresses� away� from�unsupported� regions� (the� cutouts)� such� that� local�buckling� events�
around�the�cutout�do�not�significantly�a�ect�the�postcritical�structural�response.�Global�buckling�itself�is�then�initiated�
in�the�axially-sti��crown/keel�regions,�and�the�concomitant�reduction�in�load-carrying�capacity�occurs�as�no�further�load�
redistributions� to�other�parts�of� the�cylinder�are�possible�once� the�crown/keel�regions�have�buckled.�In� this�regard,�
linearized�buckling�analyses�provide�a�good�first-order�approximation�of� the� local�buckling�event�around� the�cutouts,�
and� provide� acceptable� accuracy� in� predicting� the� secondary� global� buckling� event.� The� accuracy� in� predicting� the�
second�global�buckling�event�could�be�improved�at�little�computational�expense�by�conducting�a�linearized�buckling�
analysis�based�on�a�converged�stress�state�after�the�first�local�instability�around�the�cutouts�has�occurred.

As�is�typical�of�cylinder�buckling,�the�global�buckling�mode�predicted�by�the�linearized�analysis�has�no�bearing�
on�the�actual�restabilized�postbuckling�mode�observed�in�practice�due�to�the�strong�mode�interaction�and�proclivity�
for�axial�and�circumferential�localization.�Following�previous�observations�on�cylinders�without�cutouts�[51,�52],�the�
single�diamond-shaped�buckle�in�the�crown/keel�regions�of�the�tow-steered�cylinders,�observed�both�in�the�FE�models�
and�in�the�experiments,�is�likely�to�multiply�circumferentially�or�transition�into�a�two-tier�pattern�as�end-shortening�
is� increased�beyond� the�values�studied�here.�Overall,� the�present�work�expands� the�current�state�of�knowledge�on�
tow-steered�cylinders,�and�showcases�the�benefit�of�ameliorating�some�of�the�adverse�structural�e�ects�associated�with�
cutouts.�In�the�authors’�opinion,�tow-steered�composites�have�great�potential�to�steer�the�way�towards�a�new�generation�
of�high-performance�and�lightweight�aerospace�structures.
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